EXHIBIT 1(l)

by the Ce'ltral, Provincial, or Distr:ct Zakat Committees to: oversee the
assessment of ushr and the collection of zakat, ushr and attiyat, and the
disbursement and utilization of moneys in the local Zakat Fund by the Local
Committees in the tehsil. taluqa or subdivision, and to plan compile
accounts and advise the District Committees. Each of the committees
consists of the assistant commissioner and six members to be elected by the
chairman of the Local Committees of the ,ebsil. raluqa or sub-division frQm
among

th~m.

A Local Zakat Committee is constituted in each revenue district, or deh
village in rural areas, or ward in an
means a

(~istinct

Ul ban

area as the case may be. Ward

compact locality with a population not exceeding five

thousand. The Local Committee is required, subject to guidf"lines from the
committees above it to: determine

w/Jr,

demand compulsorily realizable

ushr under the Ordinance, and to collect zakat. ushr and attiyat. They are
also required to disburse and utilize the moneys in the Local Zakat Fund,
make plans for the locality, prepare and maintain accounts and advise the

zakat committees above it.
Each lecal committee is to consist of seven members selected by the people
of the locality. For this purpose the district committee has to constitute a
team of three or more persons, including a gazetted officer, one aalim-

e'deen (learned in religion) and one member of the diBtrict committee. This
committee organizes a public gathering of adult Muslim residents of a
locallitiy and calls supon them to select seven adult Muslims, resident in that
locality, who are known to be pious and arc not known to be engaged in
political activity and who enjoy the trust of those assembled. This manner of
selection has' not been found to be satisfactory.
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There are nearly forty thousand Zakat Councils and Committees in the
country, and more than two hundred and fifty thousand people are involved
in carrying out the purposes of the za/wf system on a voluntary basis. These
hundreds of local committees carry out the real work of assessment of ushr
and the disbursement of the zakaf and ushr moneys. Grass roots participation
is essential for the success of this progr~m as the people of a locality can
best detelmine who the needy and the deserving in then-area are.
There have been some cases reported of the

~mbezzlement

of zakat funds by

Local Zakat Committees. There have also been some reports of misbehavior
or criminal behavior by the members of zakat bodies. Recently the Chairman
of the zakat body of Sherkott

wa ~;

arres:ed on charges of drug trafficking.

In view of the ract the Local Zakat Committee members are to be selected
from persons who do not participate in political activities it was disturbing to
hear Ministers and Members of the Majlis-i-Shoora and Provincial Councils
extolling the chairman and members of the Zakat Committees to, "mobilize
and motivate the people in casting their vot.::s in large number, in the
country wide referendum on December 19, 1985 for the President. This
referendum was a political process, boycotted by many.
The Federal Minister for Finance 1v'r. Ghulam ls'Jaq Khan, in July 1984 is
reported to have stated that the Colle.::tion of Zakat. so far a totaled rupees
four hundred and thirty crores and from the recently introduced ushr rupees
twent) f·;>ur crores. More than two million beneficiaries arc covered per
annum by the social security net offered under the system. Roughly 100,000
musfahiqeer,s (needy person) had been rehabilitated and have become

earning members of the family .
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According to the Pakistan Er.onomic Survey 1984-85, Rs. 3,750 million of

Zakat has been released in ten installments to the provinces and Islamabad
for distribution through the Zakat Committees.
,

As the above data shows there haS been a marked increase in the amount
collected and distributed under the Zakat system.
Actual collection of ushr commenced in July 1983. There has been low
assessment and collection of ushr relative to value added in agriculture. The
Economic Survey 1984-85 states that:
This might be a renec/ion on the fact that gOI'emment is still
facing problems in the administration of ushr, especially when
41 "ercent of total farm area consists of farms of over 10
he.;tars (25 acres). Assuming that a sum ofRs.750 million from
Zakat and a sum of RS.150 million from Ushr are distributed to
the poorest 10 percent of the population some 9.5 million
persons and each family in the group consists of 3.5 members
the per household distribution of Zakat and Ushr comes to
about Rs.330 per year. No doubt this is a meager amount. yet it
bas created an instituti)n through which the

mustahiqe'~n

can be

helped to some extent.
Though the Zakat Ordinance plOvided for Zakat and Ushr in 1980, Ushr was
not colleGted till 1982-83. l'shr is compuisorily to be collected from an
individual Muslim Sahib-e-Nisab lnndowner, grantee, allotee, and lessee and
lease holder unless he is eligible u'1der Shariah to receive Zakat or the
produce from his land is less than 948 kilograms of wheat or its equal value
in case of other crops liable to Ushr. Actual collection of Ushr commenced
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in July 1983. There was low assessment and .::ollection of Ushr relative to
value added in agriculture. The Econo ,nic Survey of 1984-85 states:
"This might be a reflection on the fact that government is still
"

facing problems in the administration of Ushr especially when
4 \ percent of total farms area consists of farms of over 10
hectares (25 acres). Assuming th"lt the sum of Rs.750 million
from Zakat and a sum of Rs.ISO million from Ush, are
distributed to the poorest 10 percent of the population some 9.5
million persons and each family in the group consists of 3.5
members the per household distribution of Zakat and Ushr
comes to about Rs.330 per year. No doubt this is a meager
amount, yet it has r.reated an institution through which the

Mustahiqeen can be helped to some extend".
The Pakistani shi 'at minority, emboldened by Iran's Islamic Revolution,
decided to protest at the state organized mandatory Zakat and Ushr
collection because it was not in keeping with their Fiqh-i-JaJariyah (Shii'te
jurisprudence). On 20 th June 1980, realizing the destabilizing effects of the

Shi 'ah anger, the regime appointed a committee of Shi 'ah and Sunni Ulema
to study

the Zakat

and

Ushr Ordinance with

a view to

make

recommeudations for collection of Zakat. The government announced (I)
there would be no interference in the religious beliefs of individuals (2) that
no dogma would be imposed on any Muslim sect (3) the Shi 'ah community
will be allowed to formulate its own procedures to collect, administer and
distribute voluntary part of Zakat and in 1981, Zakat as a compulsory
requirement for Shiah 's was withdrawn .
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TARLE 6 3

·

ADMINISTRATOR CENTRAL ZAKA T
Rupees in million
YEAR

COLLECTION

04 July '81 to 22 June

'82

23 JWle '82 to 12 June

'83

I

I 799

I

855
1

13 June '83 to 04 March '84

1011
1

30 May '84 to 22 May

'85

I ZAKAT DISTRIBUTION

1m
1

I
I
I
I

500
750
750
1000

Source: Econnmic Survey of Pakistan, 1'184·85 .

Interest free banking was introduced and it

WI\S

hailed as a major step

towards developing a framework of Islamic Economics. Changes in banking
services pfGviding for Profit and Loss sharing Accounts began in 1980 when
the Banking Law was amended to expand thl! scope of banking including
provisions for bank finances through profit and loss, mark ups in price, lease
and hire purchase. Government policy to eliminate interest from the banking
system v,as defined in 1984. A new leg,:! framework of interest free banking
was intmduced through the Banking and Financial Services (Amendment of
Laws) Ordinance 1984. This amended Sf.'ven statutes and i!ltroduced new
types of financing for investme'lt and trade. The provincial government
brought in provincial ordinances involving amendme.nt of provincial laws
with the same objective. A serious lacunae in the ordinance is tilat it does not
define interest and is based on the premise that riba means interest,
irrespective of its nature and rate. This equating is fallacious because it fails
to take into account the prevalent intlation. The Quran prohibits and
condemns usury in the strongest possible terms. It states:
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Those who ci<!vour usury will not stand t'xcept as stands one
whom the evil one by his touch hath driven to madness. That is
because they Sdy: trade is like usury, but God hath permitted
..trade and forbidden usury. II :275
To some this would include profiteering of all kinds but excluding economic
credit, the creature of modern banking and finance ...
To inculcat", Islamic values among the YOllth, Shariah Faculty (which is now
a full-fledge International Is.lamic University) was founded at Quaid-i-Azam
Universit.y, Islamabad, learning or Arabir; was encouraged and Islamic
studies was made a comp:lsory subject c;t the high school and college level.
To top it all in 1984 Nizam-i-Salat campaign was

launch~d.

The regime

appointed 100,000 prayers wardens for vi lIage and urban localities. During
the same year Qadiani Ordinarce was introduced
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Zia also tried to Islamizc criminal law as the Penal Code of 1860 and
Criminal Procedure Code of 1898 were not religious laws based on Islamic
Shariah. None 0f the governr1en,s from 1947 to 1977 saw any purpose in
changing these two laws but thl; Martial law regime in 1979 initiated
legislation towards the so-called Islamization of Laws. The statutes
promulgated on 9 1h February 1979 were the Prohibition (Enforcement of
Hadel) Order 1·979, the Offense of Zina (enforcement of Hudooel) Ordinance
1979, the Offences against Propherty (enforcement of Hadel) Ordinance
1979 and the offence of Qazi (enforcement of Hadel) Ordinance 1979,
collectively known as Hudood Laws. According to the preamble of :he four
Hudood Laws, each one of those laWS was brought in as a measure to bring
the relevant law in conformity with the injunctions of Islam as set out in the
Holy

Quran

and

Sunnah.

These
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laws

were

promulgated

on

the

recommendations of the Islamic Ideology Council. They were not presented
for public opinion nor did they go thro\!gh any legislative body and had

only the <!\'idence oi m:li ~s is acc<!p\able and women are completely
excluded,
Some of the most controversial measures adopted by Gen. Zia were those
pertaining to the role of women in the emerging Islamic state. The Majlis-i-

Shura angered many women when it unanimously approved the Qanun-iShahadat (Law of evidence) Ordinance 3,d March 1983 bringing the law in
conformity te Islamic injunctions of the Quran and Sunnah. Many WOmel'\
were insulted when it was stated that in an Islamic system charges of rape
had to be conoborated by four witnesses (an almost impossible requirement)
to find the alleged rapist guilty . Fai lure to convict the rapist made the
woman guilty of fornication in Islamic Law, Most of these Islamizat.ion
measures wt're protected by the Eight" Amendment, which radically altered
the 1973 Constitution.
General Zia also tried to Islamize Pakistan's secular political system
inherited fmm the British colonialists. In August 1979 he amended the 1962
Political Parties Act allowing the registration with the election Commission
of only those political parties that limited their palty funds to the lower level
mandated, sore allegiance to

t~e

Islamic ideology of Pakistan and held party

elections annually. Failure to comply would result in disqualification of the

party.
I. By amendment in the Provisional Constitution Order (PCO), he
introduced the definitions of 'Muslim' and 'non-Muslim' as under:

a) 'Muslim' means a person who believes in the Unity and Oneness of
Almighty Allah, in the absolute and unqualified finality of the
Prophet hood of Muhammad

(PBUH)

the last of the prophets, and

does not believe in, or recognize as, a prophet or religious
reformer any person who claimed or claims to be a pr0r-het in
any sense of the word or of any description whatsoever, after
Muhammad (peace be upon him), and
b) 'Non··Muslim' means a person who is not a Muslim and includes a
person belonging to the Christian, Hindu, Sikh, Duddhist, or
Parsee community, a perwn of the Quadiani group or the

Lahori group (who call themselves 'Ahmedis' or by any other
name), or a Bahai and a person belonging to any of the
scheduled castes.
This amendment was made apparently to clarify and determine the status
of Ahmedis as 'non-Muslims'. The second amendment of 1974 only gave
definition of 'non-Muslirp' but not of 'Muslim'. Even in the definition of
'non-Muslim' there

wa~

no specific reference to Ahmedis.

2. By another amendment, the Federal Shariat Court was given revision
jurisdiction over the criminal courts trying cases of hudood. The Supreme
Court was vested with appellate jurisdiction over the judgments, final
orders or sentences of the Federal Shariat Court in hudood cases. The
decisions of the Federal Shariat Court were made binding on the High
Courts. Thus, the revision jurisdiction of the High Courts in criminal
cases was further curtailed. The status of the Hie,h Courts was reduced
and subordinated to the Federal Shariat Court.
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3. The nomenclature of the 'Chairman' and 'members' of the Federal
Shariat Court were changed to 'Chief Justice' and 'judges' respectively.
4. A major change was br.)ught about in the Shariat Appellate Bench of the
Supreme COllrt. which pn.viously consisted of three Muslim judges. It
was extended to five: three Muslim judges of the Supreme Court and two
Ulema to be appointed by the President to sit on the Bench as ad hoc
members. Thus, the Ulema who had sneaked into the Federal Shari at
Court after the judgment in th ~ . rajm' case, now found their way into the
Shariat Appellate Bench of thi! Supreme Court. It was a harbinger of
things to come which were to disturb the senled laws in a big way,
particularly in relation to pre-emption and land reforms.
5. The dec.sions of the Federal Shariat Court striking down a law or a
provision of a law as repugnant to the injunctions of Islam would not take
effect before the expiration of the pe,iod within which an appeal might be
preferred to the Supreme Court or, where an appeal was so preferred,
before the disposal of the appeaL
In order to bring about changes in the 1973 constitution to make it effective
of his political ideology, Gen. Zia sought opinion from three committees in
addition to t!'le advice of the bureaucracy and his own private consultations
I. The Council of Islamic Ideology submitted its first report in April
19&2 recommending a federal sy~tem, universal adult franchise and
separate electorates. It did not fn vor elections on non-party basis. Its
second report accommodating the official view of restrictions on
political parties came in JUlle 1983.
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2. The Special Committee (If the Federal Council recommended that the
1973 Constitution should be adopted with the minimum essential
changes in its provisions, supporting the right of the people to form
political parties.
3. A commission headed by Maulana Zafar Ahmed Ansari was
appointed to recommend an appropriate form of government. The
report (Ansari Report) forwarded very conservative views of the
future shape of the polity but was very close to the official stand point.
Addressing the Majlis-i-Shoora on l2'h August 1983, Gen. Zia gave his own
constitutio!lal plan. He discussed three alternatives available to him:I . to restore the 1973 Constitution.
2. to abrogate the constitution and frame a new one.
3. to promulgate the 1973 Constitution with necessary amendments.
He ultimately chose the last alt ~rnative and decided to make elaborate and
fundamental changes to the 1973 Constitution in the following manner:

6.4

THE PROVISIONAL CONSTITUTION ORDER, 1981
I. The 1973 Constitution was to be restored, bu t a balance was to be
brought about between the powers of the President and the Prime
Minister and the Constitution was to be harmonized with Islamic
principles. In adopting these amendments, due consideration was to be
given to the opinion of the members of the Majlis-e-Shoora and the
recommendations of the Ansari Commission.
2. There was a lot of controversy regarding the role of the armed fxces.
Zia wanted to end this. The armed forces would have no new
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constitutional role. The acce,Jted position then in this matter was

:0 be

maintained.
3. Elections would be held on the basis of adult suffrage.
4. The Prime Minister would be aprointed by the President, but the
person appointed must, in the President's view, command a majority
support in the National Assembly, The Prime Minister, within two
months of assumption of office, would be required to obtain

1\

vote of

confidence from the National Assembly.
S. When the President fclt that a need had arisen for seeking a fresh
mandate of the electorate, he could dissolve the National Assembly,
but in such an event, fresh elections would have to be held within
seventy-five days.
6. The President would have the powers to return for consideration to the
Natio'lal Assembly and the Senate a Bill which had already been
passed.
7. The President would be the Supreme Commander of the armed forces .
He would appoint the Chairman of the Joi.1I Chiefs of Staff
Committee and the Chiefs of Staff of the three armed services and
determine the terms and conditions of their appointments.
8. The appointmellt of the Chief Election Commiss;oner and members of
the Commission would also be made by the President in consultation
with the Chief Justice of Pakistan.
9. The provincial Governor would also be appointed by the President.
10. Additionally, a National Security Council would be established. The
government of the Jay would not be able to declare an emergency
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witho~,t

the advice of the Council. The composition and duties of the

National Security Council wf)uld be announced later.
II. In order to improve the eC0nomic conditions of the country, the
private sector would be encCJura?t:d and protected.
12. For representation of minorities, separate electorates would be
introduced both at the national as well as provincial level.

4S

After twice' postponing scheduled elections (October 1977 and

Nov~mber

1979) a non-party or non-partisan elections were finally held in February
1985. But before these elections Zia held an Islamic Referendum on 19'h
December 1984 which was to legitimize his Presidential tenure for another
five years. This effort was considered by many as the most blatant and
unprecedented effort to exploit Islam. In the referendum the votes, were
asked to vote for against Gen. Zia's program of brining the laws in
conformity with the injunctions of the Quran and Sunnah, safeguarding
Pakistan'~

ideology and transfer of jJower in a peaceful manner. The

proposal was framed in such a way that a negative answer would mean the
respondent

WilS

an enemy of Islam and Pakistan. An affirmation vote would

mean a mandate for Zia to continue as President for another five years. The
official results showed a high turnout (62.15 percent) in the referendum with
97.71 percent votes in favor of the proposition. Once his political future was
secure he announced the schedule of national elections. February 25-28,
1985 were fixed for polls for the National Assembly and Provincial
Assemblies respectively. for the first time<, direct elections were held on
non-party basis. The principle of separate electorates was also applied.
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The MRD (Movement for the Restoration of Democracy) comprising of t I
political parties appealed for boycott of polls but it wa.; not very effective.
Pakistani voter"s turned out in large numbers.
A large rfumuer of candidates were political non-entities who wanted to try
their luck in non-party elections. About one quarter belonged to the newly
rich category that had made fortune within the last five to ten years engaged
in manpower transport to Gulf States, contractors and middle class traders.
The leading feudal fam;lies couid not afford to stay out of power due to their
stakes in local po!itics fielded candidates. The Jamaat-i-Islami nominated
candidates who contesteu in their individual capacity. The PPP was split in
the Punjab and Sindh. It expelled 31 members in Sindh for contesting
elections and 60 members fror.! Punjab. There was limited participation by
tribal leaders and landlords of Baluchistan and Sindh.
The sheer magnitude of the turnout was a surprise to all (52%). Despite the
bland and timid campaign such

d

among voters that elections were a

t-lrnout appeared to be the perception

deci~ive

phase in the transfer of power to

civilians. Zia helped to create and sustain this impression, promising a
withdrawal I)f Martial Law soon after the elections, as pat of a phased
departure of the military from politics:'6
The government did receive a few t:linor set backs - five of the nine cc-binet
ministers were defeated, sixty three members of the Advisory Council lost
and the lamlat-i-lslami suffered serious losses.

6.S

PROMOTION OF CORPORATE INTERESTS

Gen Zia expanded the regimes corporate interests by expanding their role in
the civilian sectors by protecting defense budgets and by establishing
militalY's hegemony in the economic and political decision-making proce~s.
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First extensi\·e penetrattor: in adminis'.ration and other Para-economic
institutions was sought. Secondly '.he bureaucracy was encouraged to play
the role of

?

junior partner. Thirdly rule making devices were sought in

influencing the working of an independent jUdiciary. In July' 1977 Corp
Commanders were appointed as Zonal Martial Law administrators later they
were to hold office as Governors. A number of serving generals were
appointed to the posts of 'permanent secretaries' and in 1980, according to
one estimate as many as one fourth of the top 35-40 bureaucratic positions
were held by the military. During 1981-85 out of total 40-46 ambassadorial
positions 16-20 were held by retired military officers. In addition military
officers held top positions in corporations like PIA, W APDA, PASSCO,
NTRC, NLC created in 1976 grew into a giant transport company giving
tough time to its competitors and Fauji Fourorlation, the largest employer of
retired army personnel grew into a big economic conglomerate. The CSP
(Civil Services of Pakistan) somewhat disconcerted in the last days of
Bhutto was given a moral boost by Zia in giving them a sense of confidence
and reapp<,inting those dismissals by Bhutto.
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To look into their grievances

a Civil Services Reform Commission was made under Justice Anwarul
Haque

48

which gave quite a few recommendations. He included military

men in the decision making process. Between 12-14 officers as Corp
Commanders and personal staff officers (PSO) to the CMLA worked as key
decision makers. He created the post of deputy COAS and upgraded at least
12 positIOns to the ranks ot Brigadiers, Major-Generals and Lieutenant
General.
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TABLE 6.3
1985 GENERAL ELECTIONS: CANDIDATES
.General Seats
Candidates
Muslims
Non·Muslims
Muslims Non-Muslims
National Assembly
207
10
1103
61
Provincial Assembly
Punjaq
1745
78
240
8
100
881
85
9
Sindh
80
590
NWFP
3
5
40
3
341
28
Balochistan
(Seals reserved/or women are nOI incll/ded)

.

TABLE 6 4
1985 GENERAL ELECTION3: VOTERS TU~"'OUT
52.93
National Asgembly
Provincial Assembl~
61.80
Punjab
49.82
Sindh
47.61
NWFP
Balochistan
46.62
Through selective extensions, expansion and rotation Gen. Zia was able to
keep control over the command structure of the military. His team in the
provinces helped in building the coalition of interest groups that not only
gave longevity to his regime but also facilitated the re-alignment of social
and political groups.

6.6

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH THE US
AND ECONOMIC POLICIE~

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 provided Gen. Zia an
opportunity to reconstruct the tarnished image of t.he army in the 1971 war
after Pakistan's dismemberment and to proj;:ct himself as an lslamist to help
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Afghan brothers in fairh caught up in

11

situati\)n of distress. In 1981 when

the Reagan Administration agreed to support the Afghan Mujahideen, aid
began to filter in. It would not have been possible for the US to continue its
ideological war with the Soviet Union without collaboration of Zia regime.
Consequently the Afghan war and the US aid helped to facilitate the
modernization of the Pakistan army. The planning and coordination of the
Afghan resistance movement was done in close collaboration with the US
intelligence agencies and Inter Services Intelligence (ISI) of Pakistan. While
supporting, training and organizinf:, the various Afghan gorilla bands, the lSI
built its

re~)utation

as a

profes~ional

organization. In the process lSI

enhanced its intelligence and surveillance capabilities. 49 Zia regime also
started to modernize the army and struck a deal with the Reagan
Administrali0n for the procurement of the sophisticated F-16 fighter planes
with other advance artillery and amour equipment. Unfortunately, the
success fill conduct of Afghan resistance movement led to the politicizatioh
of the lSI who developed an ideological affinity and linkage with religious
groups like the Jamma/-i-ls/ami even leading the military elite to !Jelieve
that they understood politics better than the political leaders. Thus under Zia
the lSI became assertive in defining how politics may be managed and
controlled in Pakistan.
The military in Pakistan has generally been pro-business. The Ayub regime
in the

1960'~

built coalition and fomlulated policies leading to the

emergence and consolidation of commerr.ial-industrial groups. The military
regime under Zia was no different but the factors largely responsible for
economic growth were external in nature. The US aid of 4 billion dollars and
annual workers remittances of 2 billion dollars from the Middle East is an
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exampl-.:. To restore the confidence of the business groups the regime of Zia
embarked on a pro-business process. In his cabinet Gen Zia appointed Lt.
Genneral Habibullah Khattak, a known industrialist and Mustafa Gokal,
having family interests in rice trade and shipping as symbols to reassure the
business groups and also to redirect the Orientation of Pakistan's economy
from public to private sector. But the person who became the pivot of
economic decision-making during 1977-85 was Ghulam Ishaque Khan
(President of Pakistan from August-May 1988-93). He was appointed
Secretary General in Chief, Finance, provincial coordination and planning
(July 1977- August 1979). He emerged as 'Dean' of civil bureaucracy in
Pakistan providing patronage, guidai1ce and direction to the higher echelons
of Civil Services. With a distinguished career and enonnous experience in
administration and economic management, Ghulam lshaque Khan advised
the regime to go slow

0 .1

denationalization and considering the political

imperatives, selectively de-n:.tionalized some of the industries in Punjab. He
appointed Nawab Haider Naqvi, a leading economist to head Pakistan
Institute of Development Econ'..'mics (PIDE). The PIDE as an autonomous
research

organization

encouraged

academic

and

policy

debate

on

privatization and Islamization of [he economy.
As a bulwark against Sovie 1. invasions in Afghanistan Pakistan under Zia
became a 'front line state' for the U3 aid. By J 981 the US agreed to provide
3.2 billion dollars in economic and military assistance to Pakistan.

B~sides

the remittaIlces of migrant workers from Pakistan, especially in the Middle,
East rose from 577.4 million dollars in 1976-77 to 2885.80 million dollars n
1982-83 reaching the tune of2.5 billion dollars in ! 987.
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However the regimes repressive policies against its political opponents lind
disaffected political parties resulted in the formation of a coalition as
Movement fvr restoration of Demncracy (MRD) between I ':181-83 which
came out with its demands of a four-poir.t agenda:I.

End of Martial Law

2. Restoration of 1973 Constitution
3. Elections to the pari iament
4. Transfer of power to

th~

elected representatives

In the meantime in 1983 the US Congress, by a bi-partisan vote, created the
National E!1dowment for Democracy (NED) to check Human Rights in
countries with a poor record and to strengthen democratic processes and
institutions at global level. Pressed by the Reagan administration from
abroad to hold elections and jolted by the MRD at home, Gen. Zia agreed to
hold a presidential referendum in 1984 and elections in 1985.
After the 19!15 party-less polls, a new phase of guided democracy was
initiated in Pakistan. To complete the process of Islamization and to make it
irreversible Gen. Zia on 2 nd March I 985 issued the Revival of Constitution
Order (RCO) which amended or substituted 57 articles, added 6 articles and
deleted 2 articles of the original 1973 Constitution. Chapter 3-A of Part VII
ABOUT THE federal Shariah Court was first inserted in the Constitution in
1979. It was amended in 1980, 1982, 1983 and 1984. This was retained in
the RCO. Two schedules (2 nu and 7th) were added and two (3r~ and 5th ) were
amended. The parliamentary system of government was retained. However
the president was assigned so many overriding powers that the original
character of the 1973 ConstilUtion was diluted. The all-powerful president
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was given wide discretionary powers which made it impossible for the Prime
Minister to emerge as an

autl)norr.ou~

r-ower centre. Tht! President appointed

and remcved the Prime Minister. The Services Chiefs, provincial governors,
Chief Justice and judges of the Supreme Court, High Courts, Federal Shariah
Court and a number of other top officials were also appointed by him. The
President was to act on the advice of the cabinet on matters not falling under
his discretionary powers. Even in these matters, he could ask the cabinet,
including the Prime Minister, to reconsider the advice. He could dismiss lhe
federal government and dissolve th(' National Assembly in his discretion
(article 58-2b) if he was of the firm view that the government could not be
run in accorda'ncc with the constitution and an appeal to the electora';e was
necessary. The RCO inserted article 270-A in the Constitution for validation
of all Martial law regulations, laws, orders and all other actions including the
judgments of the military COUltS. The Fresidential Referendum 1984 was
provided Constitutional cover and Zia 'Jl Haque was allowed to retain the
post of the Chief of Army Staff after the withdrawal of Martial law. so Thus
the transition to derr.ocrncy and functioning of the parliament were
inherently constricted.
A joint session of the parliament was held on 23 'd March 1985 and Zia ul
Haque took oath as elected president for a telm of five years (1985-90) and
appointed Mohammad Khan ;unejo, a follower of Pir Pagaro, a land lord of
modest means, relatively inactive in politics since the 1960's, was not a new
comer to the game of power sharing. He was polite, unassuming, noncharismatic and little known to the public but had sufficient experience of
politics ana government like 3hutto; he was also a product of Ayub's
Martial Law. In 1962 he was elected to the West Pakistan assembly and
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remained a provincial minister from 1962-1969. He served as federal
minister in Zia's Cabinet during 1978-79. Though Gen Zia co-opted a docile
political leadership which began on a cordial note, the differences in
temperament and style of governance brought their strains to the limelight
both an internal and external pol icy matters.
The first strains between Zia ul Haque and Junejo appeared when the Prime
Minister, two houses of the parliament and the provincial assemblies of the
Punjab, Sind and NWFP demanded withdrawal of Martial Law.
The second legislative measure was the Political Parties (amendment) act
which revised and expanded the Political Parties Act 196::: to regulate the
formation, registration and working of political parties.
The Federal Government announced plans in 1985 to set up a Federal
Reserve Force (FRO which was c'roppl!d on strong reservations of the
provinces. Junejo distanced himself from Zia ul Haque in 1987-88 on
important

issue~

like the signing of tbe Peact: treaty fOl" withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan, to hold consultations with political leaders
including Zia's adversaries on Pakistan's Afghan policy, on planned
reduction in the defence expenditure and on perks of senior officers inside
and outside tlie parliament in 1986-87. The military circles were pelturbed
considering it a deliberate provocaLon of anti military sentiments. Finally
Gen. Zia, making use of his position as Army Chief, on 29 th May 1988
removed the civilian govemment of Mohammad Khan Junejo in a coup like
manners by invoking Article 58(2-b) of the Constitution. He began to work
towards co-opting another set of

lead~rs

but his military rule came to an

abrupt end on 17th August 1988 when Gen Zia and28 other wee killed
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(including 9 .semor generals and US ambassador to Pakistan, (Arnold
Raphel) in an air-crash of C- 130 over Bhawalpur.
Zia ul Haque was perhaps ,he most underestimated ruler of Pakistan. He
portrayed two facets: one of private virtue where he was polite, full of
humility and a God-fearing person, the other of a consummate political
strategist where he was shrewd, skillful and pragmatic in dealing with
political leaders. Displaying a deep commitment to Islamic ideology he took
initiatives for Islamization not only at he dome5tic political front but also as
a crucial determinant of Pakistan's Foreign Policy. To add to politicconstitutional measures of Islamization he also concentrated on enforcing
measures for Islamizing the social and economic system.
He believl;d that without a firm and sound Islamic

~ocio-economic

base, a

political system based on borrowed alien concepts could not produce
positive results. He explained that a stable, democratic and legitimate
political orGer could be effectively ensured only in a 'sane, God-fearing and
just' society . Hence he gave priority in building an Ideal Islamic society in
accordance with Islamic morals and ethical norms. He single-mindedly
pursued his self-ordained mission to induct, propf:lgate and sustain Islamic
way of life. All these efforts resulted m polarization of interests groups and
conflict of values hence, when he died there were two dominant trencls in the
political arena in Pakistan,

fir~t

the polity was polarized and divided and

second, the military hegemony had become an unalterable fact of Pakistan's
political system.
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